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Re�nement and Extension of Encrypted Key ExchangeMichael Steiner Gene Tsudik Michael WaidnerCommunications and Computer Science DepartmentIBM Z�urich Research LaboratoryCH-8803 R�uschlikon, Switzerlandtel: +41.1.724-8308, fax: 41.1.710-3608email: fsti,gts,wmig@zurich.ibm.comDecember 7, 1994AbstractIn their recent paper, \Encrypted Key Exchange: Password-based Protocols Secure Against Dictionary At-tacks," Bellovin and Merritt propose a novel and elegant method for safeguarding weak passwords. Thispaper discusses a possible weakness in the proposed protocol, develops some enhancements and simpli-�cations, and provides a security analysis of the resultant minimal EKE protocol. In addition, the basic2-party EKE model is extended to the 3-party setting; this yields a protocol with some interesting properties.Most importantly, this paper illustrates, once again, the subtlety associated with designing password-basedprotocols.1 IntroductionThe Encrypted Key Exchange paper [1] (hereafter referred to as simply EKE) presents a novel and elegantmethod of protecting weak secrets from dictionary attacks. It develops several protocol variants based ondi�erent underlying cryptosystems, e.g., RSA, El-Gamal, and Di�e-Hellman. The 'generic' version of EKE isillustrated in Figure 1.1 (Our notation, although unconventional, is largely similar to Bellovin and Merritt'sin [1]. We use X(Y ) to denote encryption of input Y under the key X.)1. A =) B A;P (Ea)2. B =) A P (Ea(K))3. A =) B K(Ca)4. B =) A K(Ca; Cb)5. A =) B K(Cb)Figure 1: Generic EKEBriey, the protocol begins with A generating a random key-pair (Ea; Da) of some public key encryptionscheme. Then, A sends to B the encryption of Ea under the password P (a weak shared secret.) B generatesa new session key, K, encrypts it with Ea, super-encrypts the result with P , and forwards it back to A. The1Taken from Figure 7 in [1]. 1
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remainder of the protocol { ows 3, 4, and 5 { represent standard hand-shaking that follows key distribution.(Ca and Cb denote A's and B's challenge values.)2 Possible AttackAs noted in the EKE paper, the generic EKE protocol is susceptible to the type of attack that, for lack ofbetter term, we shall call Denning-Sacco Attack or DS for short. This attack was �rst illustrated by Denningand Sacco [5] in their critique of Needham and Schroeder's seminal paper [9].The attack proceeds as follows:The attacker manages to obtain one of the session keys used in one run of a key distribution protocol. Armedwith that knowledge, the attacker is then able to impersonate one of the parties inde�nitely often.As stated in the EKE paper, this attack does not directly apply to generic EKE, However, a more subtlevariation does:Again, the attacker somehow obtains one of the session keys distributed in one (recorded) run of EKE.Armed with that knowledge, the attacker mounts a dictionary attack on the password and, upon breakingthe password, is able to impersonate one of the parties inde�nitely.In more detail, the DS attack is as follows:� The attacker records one run of generic EKE and somehow obtains the key K.� Iterating upon all possible choices of P :1. Pick a candidate �P2. Compute �Ea = �P�1( P (Ea) ) where P (Ea) is taken from ow 1 of the recorded run.3. Compute �Ea(K) (only if �Ea is a valid key)4. Compute P ( �Ea(K) ) and compare it to P (Ea(K)) from recorded ow 2.A match in the last step indicates correct guess of the password and earns the attacker carte blanche withrespect to impersonating A.2Bellovin and Merritt considered the above attack in their original paper and proposed a strengtheningextension to EKE. In it, ow 3 becomes K(Ca; Sa) where Sa is another random quantity generated by A.Flow 4 then becomes: K(Ca; Cb; Sb) and ow 5 is changed in a similar way. The true session key S is thencomputed by both parties as f(Sa; Sb) where f is a suitable one-way function.1. A =) B A;P (Ea)2. B =) A P (Ea(K))3. A =) B K(Ca; Sa)4. B =) A K(g(Ca); Cb; Sb)5. A =) B K(g(Cb))g - strong one way functionFigure 2: Strengthened EKE2In a recent follow-on to the EKE paper [2], Bellovin and Merritt proposed an augmented EKE protocol which has anadditional bene�t of being secure against the password �le compromise. The resultant protocol includes (as ow 5) a �eld:K(F (P;K)) where "F is a one-way function which depends on both the password and the previously negotiated session key."An intruder who discovers one session key K can mount a dictionary attack on P using just this �eld.2
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The extension makes the DS attack hard since obtaining a session key S does not bring the attacker muchcloser to breaking P . The attacker can still try to break K in order to get a shot at a dictionary attack onP . A brute-force attack on K is, of course, possible since the attacker can iterate on all possible choices ofK and for each �K:1. Decrypt ows 3 and 4 with �K and extract �Ca; �g(Ca);2. Compute g( �Ca) and compare to �g(Ca).However, this attack is di�cult because K can be a much stronger key than S.The only drawback we �nd with the extended EKE is its relative complexity. It requires 5 messages and 5encryption operations over the total of 8 data blocks. At the same time, the protocol is general enough sothat making it more e�cient is likely to introduce unexpected vulnerabilities when adapting it to speci�ccryptosystems. For this reason, we consider only the least complicated variant of EKE { with ExponentialKey Exchange.3 EKE with Di�e-Hellman Exponential Key ExchangeThe Exponential Key Exchange EKE variant (referred to as EKE-DH from here on) is illustrated in Figure3. (Readers unfamiliar with the details of Di�e-Hellman key exchange are referred to the original paper [6]or any of a number of recent texts, e.g., [12, 13].) EKE-DH appears to be the most practical EKE variantbecause of the relative simplicity of the Di�e-Hellman key exchange.1. A =) B A;P (Ra)2. B =) A P (Rb);K(Cb)3. A =) B K(Ca; Cb)4. B =) A K(Ca)g base exponent� modulus, all exponentiation is modulo �Na; Nb A's and B's randomly-chosen exponentsRa;Rb A's and B's residues; Ra = gNa , Rb = gNbK() encryption with session key K = gNa�Nbmod�Figure 3: EKE using Exponential Key ExchangeUnlike generic EKE, EKE-DH appears to be resistant to the DS attack. Its resistance is due largely tothe fact that the key is never communicated in any way. Instead, only residues (mod�) are communicatedin encrypted form. Even if the attacker obtains both residues, Ra and Rb, he does not come closer todiscovering K. Conversely, if the attacker somehow discovers K, he cannot validate correct guesses of Rband Ra thus making a dictionary attack impossible. Therefore, DH-EKE does not require strengthening ofthe kind shown in Figure 2.One of the improvements suggested in [1] is to omit one of the two P -based encryptions (in ows 1 or 2.)The EKE authors judiciously chose as example the elimination of the encryption in ow 1. (The result isthat A sends [A;Ra].)It is, perhaps, interesting to note that omitting the encryption of Rb in ow 2 (while keeping the one in ow1) results in a protocol vulnerable to dictionary attack. This is because sending Rb in the clear gives theattacker an opportunity to select Nb and the corresponding Rb. All the attacker has to do is masquerade asB in ow 2 and, in ow 3, receive K(Ca; Cb) from A. Then, for every password guess, the attacker:3
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1. Decrypts P (Ra) from ow 1 and constructs a candidate key �K;2. Decrypts K(Cb) (which the attacker himself concocted in ow 2) with �K, obtains �K�1(K(Cb));3. Decrypts K(Ca; Cb) (received from A in ow 3), obtains �K�1(K(Ca; Cb));4. If the second half of K�1(K(Ca; Cb)) matches �K�1(K(Cb)), the password guess is correct.This vulnerability is easy to �x by slight re-arrangement of protocol messages as shown in Figure 4. As Acan authenticate B already after ow 2 it can stop the protocol run in case the challenge Ca does not matchand therefore prevents the above attack.1. A =) B A;P (Ra); Ca2. B =) A Rb;K(Cb; Ca)3. A =) B K(Cb)Figure 4: Mutated DH-EKE4 A Finishing TouchOne of the advantages of using Di�e-Hellman key exchange is its inherent "democracy" { both partiescontribute equally to the resultant key. This and the relative simplicity of implementation make it quiteattractive and practical to implement, especially in low-end environments such as smartcards and crypto-graphic calculators. In such environments, one is typically concerned with protocol e�ciency which manifestsitself in several forms:� Number of protocol ows� Number of rounds� Number of cryptographic operations� Total amount (length) of data communicated� State retention in the course of running the protocolTwo-party challenge-based protocol requires a minimumof three ows and three rounds. DH-EKE (in Figure3) has four ows and four rounds. At least two encryption operations using the newly-distributed key arerequired for mutual authentication. As stipulated in [1], at least one password-based encryption is clearlyrequired. DH-EKE has two encryptions with P and three encryptions (over a total of four data blocks) withK. (The authors point out that one of the two P -based encryptions can be omitted.) Assuming that all dataunits are of the same length { names, residues, challenges and encryptions thereof { DH-EKE (in Figure 3)communicates seven data blocks. It can be shown that the absolute minimum is only �ve data blocks.In light of these considerations, the minimal EKE (M-EKE) protocol in Figure 5 represents a more e�cientversion of DH-EKE. We will describe this protocol and analyze its security in more detail in the Appendix.f can be any of a number of simple functions, e.g., a one-way hash function such as MD5. Alternatively, wecan set f(Rb) = K(Rb) which makes ow 3 simply K(K(Rb)).In summary, M-EKE consists of three messages and three rounds. It is not possible to cut down on either.This can be shown following the ideas of [7]. M-EKE requires three encryption operations: one P -basedand two K-based. All three are over a single data block. A total of �ve data blocks are exchanged in the4
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1. A =) B A;P (Ra)2. B =) A Rb;K(Rb)3. A =) B K(f(Rb))Figure 5: Minimal EKEcourse of the protocol; it is easy to see that less than �ve is impossible (unless A in ow 1 is evident from thecontext) as already the challenge-response handshake requires two times two blocks. Both A and B generateonly one random number each.Another advantage of M-EKE is that it does not require additional strengthening against cryptoanalyticattacks (as in Figure 2) since knowledge of a session key K does not open the door for either dictionaryattacks on P or attacks on other session keys. The only strengthening detail that the protocol needs hasto do with the computation of the session key K. Instead of setting K = gNa�Nbmod� as in traditionalDi�e-Hellman key exchange, we set K = H(gNa�Nbmod�) where H is a strong one-way hash function. Thisis necessary to avoid so-called narrowing attacks. (See Appendix.)5 3-Party EKEThe minimal EKE protocol (of Figure 5) can be extended to the 3-party setting. As shown in Figure 6 thisis achieved by letting the trusted third-party (S) act as a relay (as in the well-known Wide-Mouthed-Frogprotocol [4].) 1. A =) B PA(Ra �B)2. B =) S A;PA(Ra � B); PB(Rb �A)3. S =) B RaNs ;RbNsB computes (RaNs)Nb = gNa�Ns�Nb4. B =) A RbNs ; CbaA computes (RbNs )Na = gNb�Ns�Na5. A =) B CabRa gNaRb gNbNs strong nonce generated by SKab gNa�Nb�NsCba authenticator B ! A, e.g, Kab(flow1)Cab authenticator A! B, e.g, Kab(Cba)Figure 6: 3-Party EKEThe present protocol performs the following tasks:3� Secure distribution of session key Kab to A and B� Mutual authentication of A and B� (Indirect) authentication of S to A and S to B3A protocol very similar to the one presented in this section has been independently and concurrently constructed by WendoMao and Colin Boyd in [14] 5
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Although the protocol provides no authentication of either A or B to S, the resultant session key Kab isavailable only to the bona �de principals A and B.One curious feature of this protocol is that the resultant session key, although contributed to and strengthenedby S, is not disclosed to S. (Of course, we have to bear in mind that a dishonest S can always subvert theprotocol by pretending to be either A or B.) The key is constructed from three equally-weighted contributions{ Na, Nb and Ns { from A, B and S.Just like its 2-party counterpart, 3-party EKE is resistant to dictionary and veri�able plaintext attacks byoutsider adversaries. The protocol is also resistant to insider attacks by dishonest A or B. This is becauseno veri�able (based on password) ciphertext is revealed in the course of the protocol. However, S has tomake an e�ort to check for trivial (e.g., identity) values of Ra and Rb in order to prevent either A or B fromobtaining Ns.One interesting detail of this protocol is that is seems to be impossible to provide any kind of authenticatedkey distribution in this context. In other words, any kind of a strong integrity check provided for thebene�t of either A or B in ow 3 would invariably create an opportunity for either a known-plaintext or averi�able-text attack.As far as protocol minimality, key distribution without the authentication handshake takes four messagesand four rounds assuming current connectivity scenario, i.e., A $ B $ S. If both A and B can contact Sconcurrently and independently, protocol ows 1 and 2 can be collapsed into a single round. The same holdsfor ows 3 and 4. Thus, the entire protocol can be done in two rounds.A and B each perform two exponentiations: one to compute Ra=Rb and one to compute Kab. In addition,A and B perform one cryptographic operation each to compute PA(Ra �B) and PB(Rb � A), respectively.The 3-Party EKE protocol is particularly well-suited for environments where nothing but a secure pseudo-random number generator is available to every user. As an illustration, we consider an environment whereusers have at their disposal a pool of impersonal, unregistered hardware devices { token cards. The numberof cards can be much smaller than the number of users as long as the cards are tamper-proof. The cards arenot registered anywhere and their whereabouts and current ownership are not tracked. A user is free to pickany card from the pool, use it at will and select any other card at a later time. Each card implements nothingmore than a strong pseudo-random number generator (which produces Na=b values.) It is not di�cult to seehow such token cards can be integrated into the 3-Party EKE protocol. (Provided, of course, that the usercan enter his password/PIN into a keypad on the card.)6 ConclusionsThe original EKE protocol introduced a novel method of protection against o�-line dictionary attacks butwere not very e�cient. In this paper we demonstrated that the EKE protocol based on Di�e-Hellman keyexchange can be improved in the number of protocol ows, rounds and cryptographic operations. We alsoillustrated the subtlety associated with designing password-based protocols.We then presented a protocol which reaches the theoretical lower bound for two-party challenge-based pro-tocols of three rounds and ows as well as the minimum of �ve data blocks. This protocol achieves perfectforward security and is shown to withstand dictionary attacks.Finally, we extended the Di�e-Hellman-based EKE to the 3-party settting. The resultant protocol inheritsthe security properties of the 2-party protocol and is also resistant to insider attacks.References[1] S. Bellovin and M. Merritt, Encrypted Key Exchange: Password-based Protocols Secure Against Dictionary Attacks,IEEE Symposium on Research in Security and Privacy, May 1992.6
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[2] S. Bellovin and M. Merritt, Augmented Encrypted Key Exchange: Password-based Protocol Secure Against DictionaryAttacks and Password File Compromise, 1st ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security,November 1993.[3] M. Bellare and P. Rogaway, Entity Authentication and Key Distribution, Crypto '93 LNCS 773, Springer-Verlag, Berlin1994, 232-249.[4] M. Burrows, M. Abadi and R. Needham, A Logic of Authentication Technical Report 39, DEC System Research Center,February 1990.[5] D. Denning and G. Sacco, Timestamps in Key Distribution Systems, Communications of the ACM, August 1981.[6] W. Di�e and M. Hellman, New Directions in Cryptography, IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, November 1976.[7] L. Gong, Lower bounds on messages and rounds for network authentication protocols. 1st ACM Conference onComputer and Communications Security, November 1993.[8] National Bureau of Standards, Federal Information Processing Standards, National Bureau of Standards, Publication 46,1977.[9] R. Needham and M. Schroeder, Using Encryption for Authentication in Large Networks of Computers, Communicationsof the ACM, December 1978.[10] R. Needham and M. Schroeder, Authentication Revisited, ACM Operating Systems Review, Vol. 21, No. 7, January 1987.[11] R. Rivest, The MD5 Message Digest Algorithm, Internet DRAFT, July 1991.[12] B. Schneier, Applied Cryptography (Section 12.2), New York, NY:Wiley, 1994.[13] D. Davies and W. Price, Security for Computer Networks, 2nd Edition, New York, NY:Wiley, 1989.[14] W. Mao and C. Boyd, Cryptographic Key Establishment Secure Against Exhaustive Key Search DRAFT, submittedto 1995 IEEE Symposium on Research in Security and Privacy, available from wenbo@comms.ee.man.ac.uk,Fall 1994.A Security Considerations for M-EKEWe now argue that M-EKE { as shown in Figure 5 { is a secure protocol. We begin by describing the protocol in some moredetail.A.1 Extended Protocol DescriptionTo initialize M-EKE, we have to exchange the passwords and we have to choose the group used for the Di�e-Hellman keyexchange (e.g., the multiplicative group of a prime �eld GF(p) where all computations are done modulo p). The set of allpasswords and the group are chosen by a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm X that receives as an input the securityparameter 1k (i.e., k in unary representation| as usual in cryptography). X (1k) outputs a description of the password set, P,a description of the group, G, a generator of G, g, and n, the order of G. (In reality, P is a \small" set whose size is independentof k. But for our security analysis, we assume �rst that passwords are strong secrets; thus, we need this generality.)We assume that passwords are randomly chosen from P, and shared as required. Especially, A and B are entities that sharepassword P 2R P.4Furthermore, we need to make an assumption about the basic security of the Di�e-Hellman key exchange.Di�e-Hellman Assumption: Let A be any algorithm that has runtime polynomial in the �rst input, and let (G; g;n) bethe last 3 values produced by a run of X (1k).1. LetRa;Rb2RG and b2Rf0;1g. If b = 0, then assignK2RG, otherwiseK glog(Ra)log(Rb). Then,A1(1k; G; g; n;Ra; Rb;K)cannot approximate b with probability signi�cantly larger the 0.5.2. LetRb;K2RG and b2Rf0;1g. If b = 0, then assignRa2RG, otherwiseRa glog(K)=log(Rb). Then,A2(1k ;G; g; n;Ra;Rb;K)cannot approximate b with probability signi�cantly larger the 0.5.Informally, this means that Ra; Rb (or Rb;K) do not reveal any single bit of K (or Ra). The �rst one is the usual assumptionmade for all Di�e-Hellman key exchange protocols. The second one is needed since the secrecy of Ra is fundamental for theprevention of dictionary attacks on P .4x2R X means that x is randomly chosen or randomly distributed in Set X.7
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We assume that the security parameter k is �xed, and that all parties receive (P;G; g;n) as a global input, and their passwords,P , as required.Additionally, we need two families of functions: F for the �rst message, where P is used as an index, and H for the secondand third message, where K is used as an index. Both are also chosen during initialization by probabilistic polynomial timealgorithms, on input (1k;P;G; g; n).We assume that F is a family of invertible random permutations on G whose index set is the set of all passwords. To make ouranalysis easier, we assume that F is chosen randomly from the set of all families of permutations on G that can be enumeratedbe P. This is a random oracle assumption, i.e., it is not constructive (replacing it by a cryptographic assumption would bepossible, but it would make things more complicated).Similarly, we assume that H is a family of random functions with domain and range G, in the same sense as above.A BNa 2R f0; : : : ; n� 1g;Ra gNa . � A;FP (Ra)�����������������! receive (A;Xa) and retrieve P ;R0a FP�1(Xa);Nb 2R f0; : : : ; n � 1g;Rb gNb ;K R0aNb .receive (R0b; Xb);K0  R0bNa ;Xb ?= HK0(R0b);accept key K0.  � Rb;HK(Rb)������������������ HK0(gR0b)�����������������! receive Y ;Y ?= HK(gRb);accept key K.Figure 7: Extended Description of the M-EKEA.2 Security AnalysisWe do not give a formal proof of a security, but an informal argument (a formal proof would follow the ideas of [3]):First we will show that M-EKE as described in Figure 7 is a secure key exchange protocol, based on what we required above.This means that P is assumed to be a strong key, not just a password. Then we will relax our assumption about P , and showthat, even as a weak password, P is not susceptible to exhaustive search attacks, e.g., dictionary attacks.A.2.1 Security Based on Strong PasswordsWe will show the following:Correctness: Protocol M-EKE is correct, i.e., if A and B follow the protocol and all messages are relayed correctly, they bothaccept, and K = K0. Furthermore,K is randomly distributed in G.Authentication of A: If A accepts, then B must have received the �rst message of the protocol, and B will accept if A sendsthe last message, i.e., each accepting conversation of A is matched by a conversation of B.Authentication of B: If B accepts, then A must have sent the �rst and last message, and A has already accepted, i.e., eachaccepting conversation of B is matched by an accepting conversation of A.Secrecy of K: If both, A and B accept, then no adversary can distinguish K from a random value in G with probabilitysigni�cantly greater than 0.5.Correctness is almost obvious. The randomness of K follows as usual for DH Key Exchange: Since Na; Nb 2R f0; : : : ; n� 1g,key K = gNaNb is a random element of G, as required (and as usual for DH).Authentication of A follows from the fact that HK is assumed to be a random function:8
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If A accepts, A has received the second message, and this message has passed the test. Passing the test proves that the sender(presumablyB) knows K.This follows from the fact thatHK is a random function, and without knowledge of K, the event that the adversary has chosenXb correctly has negligible probability, even after a chosen message attack on HK .Since Na is secret and the only information on Na was revealed in the �rst message, encrypted by FP , the event that the senderknows K = R0bNa implies that he must have received the �rst message, almost certainly.Furthermore, this sender of the second message must have been able to read Ra, which implies that he knew P . This is due toour assumption that F is a family of random permutations.Together, this implies that there is a matching conversation with an entity knowing P | which is assumed to be B.Authentication of B follows almost the same way as authentication for A.If B accepts, it must have received matching �rst and third messages. The third message proves that its sender (presumablyA) knowsK (the same way as before; note that in our perfect function family there is no way to inferHK(gRb) fromHK(Rb)).The DH-Assumption ensures that knowledge of K implies more than knowledge of Ra and Rb, i.e., the sender of the thirdmessage must have been the sender of the �rst one. Further, this entity must have accepted (according to the protocol), and itmust have received the second message sent by B.Thus, the conversations match, and B knows that it is talking with an entity knowing P | which is assumed to be A.Secrecy of the Key follows from the DH-Assumption:In the worst case, an adversary knows Rb from the second message, and he might know Ra from the �rst message, by somemiraculous inspiration5. The only additional information on K the adversary receives are two applications of HK, where Kis the key that should be secret. Since we assumed that H a family of random functions, these two images do not reveal anyinformation on K. This holds even after a chosen message attack on HK , since Rb and therefore gRb are randomly values in G.A.2.2 Weak shared secretsThe analysis of the preceding section was based on the assumption that F is a family of random permutations, enumerated byP. This means that A and B do not simply share a weak password, but a random function. If we change our oracle assumptionsinto the more realistic cryptographic assumptions (pseudo-random permutations) this would require P to be of size polynomialin k.In reality, P might be �xed at 64 bits or even less. Therefore, the best we can do is to show that P can not be revealed byexhaustive search within the protocol.There are two forms of exhaustive search attacks: i) passive dictionary attacks, where the adversary records some conversationsand tries to �gure out the correct P , and ii) active attacks, where the adversary sends some messages to A or B and utilizesthe elicited responses in order to break P .Dictionary attacks are not possible in M-EKE: Even if the adversary discovers a session key K, he is not able to computeany information on Ra fromK and the public Rb | this is why we need the second part of our DH-Assumption. Thus, for theadversary, Ra is just a random value in G, and the �rst message does not enable the adversary to attack P .Active attacks inside the protocol are not possible since, even if the attacker forges the �rst message, B will always produceand send a second message. Forging the second message sent to A has no advantage over a dictionary attack.
5Note that this is really the worst case, since knowledge of Ra would enable a dictionary attack on P . But even then, thesession key K could not be exposed afterwards. 9


